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EXTENDED ABSTRACT IN SWEDISH 

Keramer har speciellt två egenskaper som gör dem intressanta som skydds-
pansar, nämligen låg densitet och stor hårdhet. Med dessa egenskaper upp-
står möjligheten att tillverka viktseffektiva pansar med hög skyddskapacitet. 
Keramer betraktas emellertid som spröda. De kan inte ge efter för en gene-
rell överbelastning på samma sätt som en metall utan att spricka och splitt-
ras, vilket är en allvarlig nackdel i skyddskonstruktioner. 

Vissa typer av keramer kan dock motstå anslaget av en lång stavformad 
projektil genom att projektilmaterialet flyter ut och avvisas redan på kera-
mens yta. Denna bekämpning på ytan vid projektilanslag benämns i anglo-
saxisk litteratur ”interface defeat” eller ”dwell”. Ett flertal olika studier har 
genomförts beträffande dwell sedan början av 1990, både nationellt och in-
ternationellt. Som exempel kan nämnas studier av transitionshastigheten (det 
vill säga den högsta anslagshastighet vid vilken fenomenet”dwell” uppstår) 
för olika kerammaterial och möjligheten att behålla ”dwell” även under mer 
utsträckt tid, det vill säga för extra långa projektiler. Vidare har materialmo-
deller av keramer utvecklats för mikrostrukturens inverkan på transitionshas-
tigheten samt för inverkan av olika förstärkande inbäddning av kerammateri-
al, av förspänning och av vågutbredning. För att undersöka spänningstill-
ståndet i ett målmaterial vid tillstånd som ”dwell” är det nödvändigt att be-
stämma kontakttrycket från flödet av projektilmaterialet på målytan. Syftet 
med föreliggande arbete är att öka förståelsen av lasten från en projektil vid 
anslaget mot en plan målyta, speciellt vid förestående genombrott av kera-
miska mål. För enkelhets skull betraktas enbart ett stelt och friktionsfritt 
målmaterial. Kontakten mellan projektil och mål bestäms då av masskraften, 
hållfastheten och formen hos projektilen. 

Det är väl känt att kontaktkraften mellan projektil och mål under anslaget 
domineras av bidraget från projektilmaterialets masströghet. Bidraget från 
projektilmaterialets hållfasthet antas ofta vara konstant och lika med projek-
tilmaterialets flytspänning, medan inverkan av dess kompressibilitet (genom 
densitet en faktor i masskraften) och projektilens form studerats med nume-
riska metoder. 

Modeller av övre och undre gräns för övergång mellan bekämpning på 
ytan, ”dwell” och ordinär penetration föreslås, Artikel I. En mer detaljerad 
kunskap om samverkan projektil/mål behövdes för att göra det möjligt att 
planera och tolka tester av modellerna. 

En analytisk studie av cylindrisk projektil visade att bidraget från flyt-
spänning och kompressibilitet är signifikant jämfört med bidraget från trög-
hetskraften vid konstant densitet, Artikel II. För aktuella projektilhastigheter 



och projektil av tungmetall visades som exempel att belastningsbidragen från 
flytspänning och kompressibilitet vid projektilens symmetriaxel kan vara 
15% respektive 3.4% av tröghetslasten.  

Kontakttrycket beror av projektilens form. Anslagstester visade att över-
gången till penetration för koniska projektiler uppträder vid signifikant lägre 
hastigheter än för cylindriska projektiler, Artikel III. För att förstå inflytandet 
av projektilformen studerades konisk projektil analytiskt för axialsymmet-
riskt självlikformigt flöde, Artikel IV. En konisk projektil skiljer sig från en 
cylindrisk på så sätt att lastintensiteten på målytan under ”dwell” inte blir 
oberoende av tiden. Med sådana projektiler, med spetsen mot målet, växer 
kontaktytan ständigt och denna får en rörlig rand. Det visades hur maximala 
lastintensiteten och läget för denna beror av projektilens spetsvinkel. Resul-
taten bekräftades av numerisk simulering. För spetsvinkeln 90o är maximala 
hydrodynamiska trycket nära tre gånger så högt som för en cylindrisk pro-
jektil med samma anslagshastighet, beläget väl utanför symmetriaxeln och 
20 % högre än trycket vid denna. Både den självlikformiga modellen och 
numeriska simuleringen visade vidare att bidraget till lastintensiteten från 
kompressibilitet är positiv under och negativ över spetsvinklar av ca 80o.
Inflytandet av projektilmaterialets flytspänning på lastintensiteten vid sym-
metriaxeln beror bara svagt av spetsvinkeln och motsvarar därför inflytandet 
för cylindrisk projektil. 

När belastningen från projektilen överskrider kritiska villkor övergår be-
kämpning på ytan, ”dwell”, till inträngning i målet. Övergången till inträng-
ning kan antas bero av kerammaterialets maximala hållfasthet och förmågan 
att motstå uppkomsten och utbredningen av sprickor. Skillnader mellan cy-
lindriska och koniska projektiler i övergången till penetration, som framgår i 
de experimentella testerna, diskuteras och modeller för orsaken till dessa 
skillnader diskuteras. 

Nyckelord: Projektil; Cylindrisk; Konisk; Flytspänning; Kompressibilitet; 
Idealt flöde; Självlikformigt flöde; Ytavvisning; Utbredning.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ceramics have two main qualities that make them interesting for ar-
mour applications, viz., low densities and high intrinsic strengths. 
These qualities offer possibilities to design weight-efficient armour 
systems with high protection capabilities. However, a major drawback 
of ceramics as target materials is their brittle behaviour, which is due 
to their inability to accommodate plastic strains as metals do. This 
brittleness facilitates nucleation, propagation and coalescence of mi-
cro-cracks and may lead to a heavily damaged and fractured material 
as a result of the surface load produced by projectile impact [1]. 

Certain types of ceramic armours can defeat a long-rod projectile 
impacting the surface of the ceramic material, as illustrated in Fig. 1.  

vp

FIGURE 1. Defeat of impacting projectile at target surface. 

This phenomenon, named interface defeat or dwell, was systemati-
cally studied and first reported by Hauver et al. [2, 3] and later by Ra-
packi et al. [4]. Different matters concerning interface defeat have 
been dealt with in previous studies. For example, Lundberg et al. [5, 
6] determined the transition velocity (i.e., the highest impact velocity 
at which interface defeat can be maintained) for different target mate-
rials and studied the possibility of maintaining interface defeat for 
extended interaction times. La Salvia et al. [7, 8] developed a micro-
mechanical model in order to predict the influence of the ceramic mi-
crostructure on the performance of a ceramic material with respect to 
interface defeat. Holmquist and Johnson [9-11] modelled the target 
response during interface defeat and penetration, including the effects 
of confinement and pre-stress. 
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In order to investigate the state of stress in a target material under 
conditions of interface defeat or dwell it is necessary to determine the 
contact pressure at the interface of the flowing projectile material and 
the target. The purpose of this work is to gain understanding of the 
load produced by projectile impact on flat target surfaces, in particular 
under pre-failure conditions of ceramic targets. 

It is known that, generally, the dominating contribution to the con-
tact pressure during projectile impact is that of inertia. The contribu-
tion of the projectile strength, is often considered to be constant and 
equal to the material yield strength. This is done, e.g., in studies based 
on the early analytical work of Tate [12]. The influence of compressi-
bility and projectile geometry is generally obtained by use of numeri-
cal codes [13]. 

In Paper I, a preliminary model of contact pressure was proposed 
for symmetric, cylindrical projectiles at normal impact under station-
ary conditions, and results based on this model were compared with 
experimental results. In Paper II, the contact pressure for such projec-
tiles was analysed more in detail.  

The contact pressure depends on the shape of the projectile, and 
therefore the load intensity is different for projectiles with, e.g., cylin-
drical and conical geometries. A conical projectile differs from a cy-
lindrical projectile in the sense that the load intensity on the target 
surface under conditions of interface defeat never become time-
independent. Such a projectile, with its apex in the front, gives a con-
tact area on the target surface, which increases with time so that the 
contact area has a moving boundary. The influence of conical projec-
tile shape on the transition velocity of silicon carbide was studied ex-
perimentally and numerically in Paper III, and in Paper IV the contact 
pressure was studied theoretically.

When the surface load generated by the projectile exceeds critical 
conditions, a transition between interface defeat and penetration oc-
curs. It is likely that this transition is related to the maximum accessi-
ble strength of the ceramic material and that capability of resistance to 
crack formation and propagation is important. In Paper I, transition 
from interface defeat to penetration was modelled by a stress-related 
transition from elastic to elastic-plastic behaviour of the ceramic mate-
rial. The difference in transition velocity between conical and cylin-
drical projectiles, shown to exist in Paper III, was further investigated 
in Paper IV with respect to differences in target surface load and con-
ditions compared to those of cylindrical projectiles. 
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2. METHODS 

2.1. Formulation of problem 
Consider a metallic projectile impacting on a flat, and friction-free 
surface of a ceramic target. The corresponding flows of the projectile 
material on the target are shown schematically in Fig. 2 for a cylindri-
cal (Papers I and II) and a conical (Papers III and IV) projectile. 

Target

r

�

a

Projectile

z

ra

z

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Flows of projectile material during impact on a flat target sur-
face of (a) a cylindrical and (b) a conical projectile. 

The target is assumed to behave elastically although its surface de-
formation is neglected because of high elastic modulus of the ceramic 
material. The projectiles are assumed to flow plastically on the target 
surface. Above a surface of elastic-plastic transition in the projectile at 
some distance up-stream from the target, the projectile material is as-
sumed to have completely elastic behaviour. Under the conditions of 
the study (ordnance velocities), the elastic energy in this part of the 
projectile is only a small fraction of the impact energy and the particle 
velocity can be taken as equal to the free-flight impact velocity of the 
projectile. Further, the flow of projectile material is studied for times 
large enough that the impact process has reached a steady state for the 
cylindrical projectile and a self-similar state for the conical projectile. 
For the cylindrical projectile then, the surface of transition to elastic-
plastic flow and the external radius of the projectile, the free radius, 
are independent of time, whereas this is not the case for a conical pro-
jectile.
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In order to obtain approximate solutions of these impact problems, 
the contributions to the contact pressure of compressibility K/1  and 
yield strength y , are assumed to be small compared to the contact 
pressure 2/2

pp v  due to the inertia of the projectile. Here K , p  and 
pv  are the constant projectile bulk modulus, the density and the impact 

velocity, respectively. Further, because of the non-linearity of the 
governing equations, a series expansion approach is used for the ve-
locity components with respect to the radial and axial co-ordinates r
and z . The coefficients of these series expansions are determined for 
low compressibility (high bulk modulus) and yield strength relative 
the pressure due to projectile inertia. 

An approximate solution of the governing partial differential equa-
tions

0/)(ln vdtd , (1) 

dtd /v , (2) 

i.e., the equations of continuity and motion, is sought which consists 
of three parts approximately corresponding to the contributions of 
inertia, compressibility and yield strength of the impacting projectile. 
The variables , v and  in Eqs. (1-2) are the general density, the 
particle velocity vector and the material stress-tensor, respectively, of 
the deforming projectile, while dtd /  and  are the material time 
derivative and the co-ordinate differential vector operator, respec-
tively.

For cylindrical projectiles (Papers I and II), the time variable t
disappears from Eqs. (1) and (2) since the geometry of impact is sta-
tionary for such projectiles. These equations therefore become 

0)1/ln( vKp , (3) 

vvd ))(1/()/(32 py Kpdp . (4) 
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In order to obtain these relations, use has been made of the consti-
tutive relations )1/( pKp  of linear compressibility and 

d/32 yds  of plastic flow according to v. Mises. Here, p  is the 
hydrostatic pressure, Is p  is the stress deviator tensor, d/d  is 
the relative strain rate tensor, and I  is the unit tensor. Approximate 
contributions of compressibility and yield strength to the full solution 
are obtained for small parameters K/1  and y  in Eqs. (3) and (4).  

For the rotationally symmetric flow problem considered, there are 
altogether 17 partial differential and algebraic equations, including the 
definitions of d  in terms of particle velocity components and 

2/1)( ddd , for 17 unknown functions of the independent spatial 
variables r and z . Thus, by elimination, the entire flow problem can 
be formulated in terms of two relations for the radial and axial veloc-
ity components ),( zrvr and ),( zrvz , respectively.  

The surface associated with the transition to elastic-plastic flow in 
the projectile and the free boundary of the projectile are not known in 
advance. Therefore these boundaries must be determined as parts of 
the solution of the flow problem.  

Although the position of the transition surface is unknown, it can 
be assumed that the particle velocity equals the impact velocity on this 
boundary. The velocity gradients immediately behind this boundary 
are unknown as the plastic flow at the transition is determined by the 
v. Mises flow criterion. However, the axial stress at this surface is 
assumed to be equal to the yield stress. Also, the surface friction is 
zero (viz. the mixed stress-deviator is zero) at the symmetry axis. 
Therefore, for low compressibility and yield strength, the boundary 
conditions at the transition surface are approximated as  

ar
r
v

z
v

b
rcd

z
vvv zr

b
z

z 0,0,1
3
6, 2

2
2

p  (5) 

where a  is the radius of the projectile and b , bd  and 2c  are constants 
to be determined. In Paper II, these boundary conditions are shown to 
result from a hydraulic jump of flow direction at constant density 
through the transition surface. The boundary conditions on the target 
surface express that this surface is rigid and friction free, i.e., 0zv
and 0// rvzv zr  for r0 , 0z .
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The free boundary of the projectile is a stationary stream surface. 
Thus, the particle velocity is tangent to this surface, which is other-
wise unknown. As this surface is free from stress it is free to form 
according to the conditions of internal flow-dynamics and the v. Mises 
flow criterion. For non-zero material strength, the axes of principal 
stress are parallel with the orthogonal and tangential axes of the free 
surface. For zero material strength, in contrast, these two sets of axes 
are uncoupled. For small material strength it can be shown that this 
effect is limited to a thin layer at the free surface. Therefore it is ne-
glected here. 

The flow during impact of conical projectiles (Papers III and IV) is 
time dependent since the surface of contact between the projectile and 
target is steadily growing. However, the flow of the projectile is as-
sumed to be self-similar with respect to time t  because of the conical 
shape of the projectile. In such flows the governing equations (1) and 
(2) can be given the dimensionless form 

 0)1ln()( 1 vxv p , (6) 

vxvd })){(1(2)/(32 1pdp  (7) 

which hides the time variable. Here, ),( zrx  with tvrr p/  and 
tvzz p/ , p/ vvv , p/ qpp , dd t  and tvp . The over-bar 

signifies dimensional quantity, 2
ppp )2/1( vq  is the Bernoulli stag-

nation pressure due to inertia, Kq /p
1  represents compressibility 

and py / q  represents yield strength.
By the transformation to the dimensionless spatial variables r  and 

z , the moving boundaries of the elastic-plastic transition and the free 
surface are mapped as stationary. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. The un-
disturbed apex of the projectile is located on the axis of symmetry at 

1z  irrespective of the apex angle, and the radius of the contact 
area between the undisturbed cone and the target surface is )tan( . By 
normalization of the spatial variables in Eqs. (1) and (2) with respect 
to )tan(ptv  instead of tvp  and letting  approach zero it is possible 
to obtain the governing equations for cylindrical flow as a special case 
of those for conical flow. Such normalization was used in Papers III 
and IV in order to compare results for cylindrical and conical projec-
tiles.
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FIGURE 3. Transformation from (a) dimensional to (b) dimensionless spa-
tial variables.  

With the assumption that the distance b  between the transition sur-
face and target is proportional to the undisturbed radius of contact, it 
can be shown that for vanishing apex angle ( 02 ) the conical flow 
transforms into cylindrical flow. For projectiles of incompressible 
perfect fluids, in particular, there is the relation )tan(cylbb , where 

cylb  is the dimensionless position of the transition surface for a cylin-
drical projectile relative the undisturbed projectile radius. The bound-
ary conditions on the elastic-plastic transition surface in the vicinity of 
the axis of symmetry 0r  are therefore assumed to be the same as 
those for a cylindrical projectile. Also the boundary conditions on the 
target surface are assumed the same as for a cylindrical projectile. 

The free surface of a conical projectile is not a stream surface, and 
it has unknown shape and particle velocity. However, it is assumed to 
connect smoothly to the undisturbed cone and to the target surface. 
The particle acceleration on the free surface is always normal to this 
surface on which the pressure is zero. The radius of the free surface 

)(zR  is a dependent variable in addition to the main dependent field 
variables ),( zrvr  and ),( zrvz .

2.2. Flow of projectile and load on target 
The velocity field of a cylindrical projectile with zero yield strength 
should be that of a perfect-fluid jet. For such a projectile therefore, in 
Paper II, the velocity components of the impact flow are resolved into 
two terms, viz., one component rgv  representing perfect fluid flow (no 
viscosity), and one component rhv  representing a disturbance of such 
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flow due to finite yield strength. Thus, the velocity components are 
expressed as the sums 

rhrgr vvv , zhzgz vvv . (8)  

respectively, where rgrh vv  and zgzh vv for sufficiently small 
relative yield strength .

It is found from Eqs. (3) and (4) that the velocity may be approxi-
mated as specific polynomials in r  with coefficients that are functions 
of z . Explicit expressions for the perfect-fluid part of the flow are 
obtained from the boundary conditions and the conditions of continu-
ous and curl-free flow. When strength is considered, the stresses are 
mainly due to the rate of deformation associated with the velocity 
field of the perfect-fluid flow. However, these stresses and velocities 
do not satisfy the equations of motion. Therefore, a disturbance veloc-
ity field due to finite yield strength is added so that the resultant veloc-
ity field and the associated stresses satisfy these equations. The poly-
nomial coefficients assumed for the expression of velocity for this part 
of the flow are first determined such that the corresponding boundary 
conditions at the transition and the target surfaces are satisfied. Then, 
by inserting these polynomials for velocity into the equations of mo-
tion, series expansion and identification of the lowest-order powers, 
necessary partly nonlinear equations for some first few key parameters 
of a solution are obtained. An additional relation is obtained from the 
equality between the axial inflow of momentum and the load on the 
target surface. 

The normal load on the target surface is determined from the axial 
component of the equation of motion (4). This equation is integrated 
by parts such that the normal stress relative to the Bernoulli pressure 
due to inertia is expressed as the sum of the three components  

0p

11)( dz
r
vv

q
r z

r ,
0

2

p 2
1)( dzv

zq
r z , (9a, b) 

0

1
3
6)( dz

d
dr

rr
r rz  (9c) 
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which are taken to represent the contributions from inertia, compressi-
bility and yield stress, respectively. Here, the density is approximated 
as ]/)/1exp[( 2

p
2

p vv .
The material flow in the deforming volume of the conical projec-

tile, Paper IV, transformed to a stationary flow by self-similar vari-
ables as shown in Fig. 3(b), satisfies the condition of zero net flow 
into the deforming volume at any given time. Specifically, the velocity 
field of an incompressible perfect fluid should satisfy the conditions of 
prescribed normal velocity on the boundary of the deforming projec-
tile. The conditions on the transition and target boundaries are as-
sumed to be the same as those for a cylindrical projectile. For the free 
surface, neither its shape nor its normal velocity is known. However, 
expressions for this velocity can be established by the fact that at any 
positive time, a particle initially located on the un-deformed boundary 
is found at a unique position on the deformed boundary. Thus, the 
particle velocity on the free surface is determined in terms of the di-
mensionless positions tvp/XX  and tvp/xx , respectively, Fig. 
3(b). It is further shown that a distance along the deformed boundary 
is invariant with respect to deformation. Therefore, by use of some 
algebra, the boundary condition for normal velocity on the free sur-
face )(zRr  can be written  

2/12)(1 R
zRRvn . (10) 

By inserting the particle velocity into this relation and considering 
the geometry of the free surface, the first-order differential equation  

)),(()()()),(( zzRvzRzRzzRvz rz  (11) 

for this surface is reached. In addition, the free surface should connect 
smoothly to the surfaces of the undisturbed cone and the target. Also, 
the radius of the free surface must satisfy the condition of continuity 
of mass of the deformed volume and that of arch length of the free 
boundary, Fig. 3(b). These conditions can be expressed as 
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)(tan)1(
3

2 23

0

)(

0

brdrdz
b zR

 (12) 

and

)cos(
1)1(

0

2/12 bdzR
b

, (13) 

respectively, with 0bb  and 1 for incompressible flow.  
In order to obtain an approximate solution for the free radius from 

Eq. (11), use was made of polynomial expressions for the velocity 
components of an incompressible perfect fluid, similarly as for cylin-
drical projectiles. By substitution of the expressions for velocity and 
subsequent linearization, the first few terms zCRzCR m

10  of a 
general solution of this equation are obtained, with exponent and coef-
ficients given by the expressions for velocity. 

Compressibility will affect the flow of the conical projectile, as the 
velocities of the moving boundaries are limited by the speed of wave 
propagation in the projectile material. Generally, the effect of com-
pressibility in a sub-sonic fluid flow is related to the Mach number M
of the flow (the particle velocity relative to the sonic speed in the ma-
terial) such that streamlines locally are reduced in length by the factor 

21 M . Accordingly, it is assumed that for small Mach numbers, 
the position of the elastic-plastic transition, the inflow boundary for 
compressible flow is proportional by this factor to the corresponding 
value for incompressible flow. The position of the inflow boundary is 
therefore approximated as  

c

0

2
c

c

2
p0c )),0(1

2
11(

b

z dzzv
b

Mbb , (14) 

where index c  indicates ‘compressible’ and where /2pM  is the 
impact Mach number. Also, the radius of the free boundary is affected 
as it is connected to the undisturbed cone at the elastic-plastic transi-
tion boundary. In addition, it is affected by the decrease in volume that 
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results from compression. Therefore, the conditions of continuity of 
mass of the deformed volume and that of arc length of the free bound-
ary will change, as shown in Paper IV.

The correction of the velocity field with regard to compressibility is 
carried out by the equation of continuity written in the form  

2
2
p 2))((

2
vV

M
xvxvv , (15) 

where V  is the velocity potential. For a low value of the impact Mach 
number, the velocity field is approximated as the sum of the velocity 
of incompressible flow and that of a disturbance field. Substituting 
this velocity sum, using corresponding velocity potentials, and ne-
glecting terms of second order in velocity, one can express this equa-
tion as 

zz
r

rr V
V

V ,c
,c

,c r

05,c4,c3,c2,c1
2
p zzzrrr VVVVM , (16) 

where cV  is the disturbance velocity potential (and indices behind 
comma signify differentiation), i  are different functions of the co-
ordinates and the velocity components of incompressible flow. 

The boundary conditions for the disturbance velocity are assumed 
to be such that they do not contribute to the in and out flow of mass, 
viz.,

0),(,0),(,0),( c
c

cccc br
z
vbrvbrv z

zr  (17) 

 0)0,(,0)0,( c0c rvRv zr  (18) 
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The components of the disturbance velocity field are approximated 
as different Taylor polynomials with coefficients determined from the 
boundary conditions and the equation of continuity.  

Similarly as for a cylindrical projectile, the effect of small-yield 
strength, 1 , on the velocity field is approximated by adding a 
disturbance field to an incompressible perfect-fluid flow field. The 
incompressible field satisfies the first and third of the boundary condi-
tions (5) at the transition surface, but not the second as zvz /0  is 
zero at this surface (index 0 indicating ‘perfect fluid’). This means that 
the disturbance velocity should satisfy the second and third of the 
boundary conditions at the transition surface, but not the first in which 
it should be zero. In addition, the disturbance velocity should satisfy 
conditions on the free boundary. However, these conditions, repre-
sented by non-linear implicit relations, are left out due to their com-
plexity.

Similarly as for cylindrical projectiles, the components yrv  and 
yzv  of the disturbance velocity are expressed in polynomials of r

and z , which satisfy the equation of continuity with constant density 
and the boundary conditions. Then, a low-order solution is determined 
from equations obtained by first eliminating pressure from the equa-
tion of motion, which gives  

vxvd ))((2)/(3/6 d , (20) 

where  signifies the curl operator, and then inserting the polyno-
mials for velocity and identifying terms of lowest-order powers. Still 
prevailing non-linearity in these equations is removed by neglecting 
the effect of the relative yield strength  on the co-ordinate bz  of 
the transition boundary. Similarly as for cylindrical projectiles, this 
effect is expected to be relatively small.  

The load intensity on the target surface is approximated as the sum 
of that due to inertia )(0 rq , associated with incompressible potential 
flow, and the disturbances )()()( 0cc rqrqrq  and )(y rq

)(y rq )(0 rq due to the effects of compressibility and yield strength, 
respectively. 
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2.3. Stresses in target 
The radial distribution of surface load per unit area, in combination 
with Boussinesq’s elastic stress field solution for a point load on a 
semi-infinite elastic half-space, gives a relation between the load per 
unit area and the elastic stress field in the target. For the load from a 
cylindrical projectile of perfect-fluid material, the approximate rela-
tion maxmax )056.2601.2(p  between the maximum load per unit 
area maxp  and the maximum elastic shear stress max , appearing below 
the surface, is established. When this stress becomes equal to the yield 
strength y , the lowermost limit load is reached. For a ceramic mate-
rial, with the ability to accommodate plastic-like strains, this corre-
sponds to the start of comminution. 

For larger surface loads, corresponding to extended plastic defor-
mations, a plastic slip-line solution for the indentation of a rigid punch 
[14-15] is used. According to this solution there is the approximate 
relation yavmax 70.5pp  between the maximum load pr unit area 

maxp , the average load per unit area avp  and the shear yield strength 
y  when indentation occurs. This load, corresponding to the extension 

of the comminuted zone to the target surface, is the uppermost limit 
load.

2.4. Interface defeat versus penetration 
At sufficiently low impact velocities, the load of the projectile is sup-
ported elastically, and no failure occurs as illustrated in Fig. 1. This is 
referred to as interface defeat. At higher impact velocities failure of 
the ceramic target begins and, subsequently, the damage may spread 
so that penetration occurs. Critical levels of damage and failure in this 
process, corresponding to critical impact velocities, are defined in Pa-
per III as follows: (i) Damage is initiated at the point of maximum 
shear stress on the axis below the surface, (ii) the domain of damage 
reaches the target surface, and (iii) a ring-shaped surface failure is 
initiated. These states of damage, labelled incipient damage (ID), full 
damage (FD) and surface failure (SF), are illustrated in Fig. 4.  

The strength and ductility of a ceramic material may significantly 
depend on pressure, which besides from the surface load is largely 
determined by confinement, target geometry and wave propagation 
[9]. Therefore, the failure process may not always proceed as de-
scribed. Also, the stages of damage are sensitive to the distribution of  
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(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 4. Critical levels of damage and failure. (a) Incipient damage (ID), 
(b) full damage (FD) and (c) surface failure (SF). 

the surface load, which depends on the apex angle and the material 
properties of the projectile.  

For a cylindrical projectile and a confined target, lower and upper 
surface load limits defined according to (i) and (ii) are obtained as 

ymaxy 85.203.130.1 p , where maxp  is the maximum nor-
mal surface load per unit area under the projectile. The lower and up-
per limits of this interval correspond to upper and lower bounds for 
the impact velocity at which the transition occurs between interface 
defeat and penetration. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 for a silicon-carbide 
target material and two projectile materials, molybdenum and tung-
sten.
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FIGURE 5. Transition impact velocity vp versus target yield strength y for
tungsten (WHA) and molybdenum (Mo) projectiles and silicon carbide (SiC-
1) target. The shaded areas correspond to the interval between the estimated 
lower and upper bounds for the transition impact velocity. 
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The model proposed states that, for a ceramic material with the 
ability to accommodate plastic-like strains associated with comminu-
tion, the comminuted zone starts beneath the surface at the location of 
the maximum elastic shear stress and grows towards the loaded sur-
face. When the comminuted zone reaches the surface, penetration 
starts. For a cylindrical projectile the ring-shaped target surface fail-
ure, indicated in Fig. 4 and expected because of the locally high radial 
tensile stress at the rim of the projectile load, is assumed not to be a 
first-order cause of failure of the targets investigated. For a conical 
projectile, however, such surface failure may play a significant role 
due to the time-dependent nature of the surface load. Therefore, the 
model of the failure process proposed for cylindrical projectiles im-
pacting confined targets may have to be extended as discussed in Sec-
tion 4. 

2.5. Impact experiments  
Impact experiments were performed with a two-stage light-gas gun 
and reverse impact technique [16-20], Paper I, and with a 30 mm 
powder gun and direct impact technique, Paper III.

FIGURE 6. Stationary projectile in plastic foam fixture mounted in front of 
the muzzle of the barrel. 
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The reverse impact technique signifies that the target is launched 
against a stationary projectile, which is mounted in a block of light-
weight plastic foam in front of the barrel as shown in Fig. 6. 

With the direct impact technique, the projectile is launched against 
a stationary target mounted in a block of plastic foam attached to the 
muzzle of the gun barrel. The projectiles used were made of sintered 
tungsten alloy or molybdenum (Fig. 2, Paper I) and of sintered tung-
sten alloy (Fig. 1, Paper III). The ceramic targets in Paper I were 
made of two types of silicon carbide, titanium diboride and Syndie (a 
polycrystalline diamond composite), while those in Paper III were 
made of silicon carbide. 

X-ray flashes were used to determine the impact velocity and to re-
cord the penetration process, in particular the penetration depth from 
which the average penetration velocity was evaluated. 

3. RESULTS FOR CYLINDRICAL PROJECTILES 

3.1. Theoretical results 
The model for transition from interface defeat to penetration proposed 
in Paper I involves the normal surface load intensity on the target sur-
face. Four different projectile materials defined in Paper II, viz., a 
compressible solid A, representing a tungsten alloy, a compressible 
fluid B, an incompressible solid C and an incompressible fluid D, 
were used to obtain numerical results for this load intensity.  

The dependencies of the position of the inflow surface and the 
norm of the rate of deformation at the centre of this surface on the 
yield strength of the projectile material are shown in Fig. 7.

The dependencies at the axis of symmetry (the stagnation point of 
the flow) of the contributions  of compressibility and  of yield 
strength to the load intensity on the target surface are illustrated in 
Fig. 8. At this axis, the contribution  of inertia is maximal and equal 
to unity. In Paper II it was shown that the contributions of compressi-
bility and yield strength vary only slowly with radius, whereas that of 
inertia drops in a way characteristic for perfect fluids. 

The dependencies of the load intensity at the stagnation point, nor-
malized to the contribution from projectile inertia, on the impact ve-
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locity for the different projectile materials are shown in Fig. 9. The 
theoretical results are shown as solid curves, while the results of 
Autodyn simulations are shown as solid circles. 
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FIGURE 7. (a) Dimensionless distance ab /  between inflow surface and 
target surface and (b) dimensionless norm p/ vadb  of rate of deformation at 
centre of inflow surface versus dimensionless yield strength  of incom-
pressible projectile material ( 01 ).
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FIGURE 8. Contribution (a) )0( of compressibility and (b) )0( of yield 
strength to dimensionless load intensity at stagnation point versus inverse 
dimensionless bulk modulus 1 and dimensionless yield strength  of 
projectile material, respectively. Theoretical results: Paper I, dotted curves;
Paper II solid curves. Autodyn simulations Paper II: Solid circles. 
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FIGURE 9. Dimensionless maximum load intensity p/)0,0( qzz  at stag-
nation point versus impact velocity pv  for projectile materials A-D. Theo-
retical results Paper II solid curves; Autodyn simulations Paper II solid cir-
cles.

3.2. Experimental results 
Results obtained from the tests are exemplified in Fig.10, where repre-
sentative flash X-ray pictures are shown of the projectile and the tar-
get. The pictures are taken from two different sequences but at the 
same time, 31.6 s after first contact. Figure 10(a) illustrates a case of 
interface defeat, in which no significant penetration occurs, and Fig. 
10(b) a case of penetration.

Intervals for the transition velocities obtained from the experimen-
tal tests (indicated by vertical bars) and lower and upper bounds for 
these velocities (separated by shaded areas) are shown in Fig. 11. 

3.3. Discussion 
For an incompressible material the gradient of density is equal to zero 
and therefore, by the Eqn. (9b), 0)(r . Similarly, for a material 
with zero yield strength the parameter  is zero and therefore, by 
Eqn. (9c), 0)(r . Thus, for an incompressible material with zero 
yield strength the dimensionless load intensity is due to inertia alone. 
For materials with low compressibility, 11 , and low yield 
strength, 1, the terms )(r , )(r  and )(r  constitute approxi-
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mate contributions to the stress intensity due to inertia, compressibility 
and yield strength, respectively. For larger values of 1  and ,
however, the interpretation of these terms is less clear. 

 (a) (b)

FIGURE 10. X-ray pictures illustrating (a) interface defeat and (b) 
penetration.
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FIGURE 11. Transition impact velocity vp versus target yield strength y for
(a) tungsten projectile and (b) molybdenum projectile. The heights of the 
bars correspond to measured intervals of uncertainty.  
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In Fig. 7, it can be seen that for very small yield strength , plas-
tic yield on the centre line of the projectile starts at a distance of 1.3
radii from the target surface and decreases somewhat with increasing 

. This result is in approximate agreement with the corresponding 
experimental result of three radii for a low-velocity water jet, [21,22]. 
It can also be seen that the rate of deformation p/ vadb  (dimensionless 
with respect to the projectile radius and the impact velocity) is zero for 

0  and increases with . Thus, the generation of a non-zero rate 
of deformation at the centre of the inflow surface is due to nonzero 
yield strength of the projectile material. For, e.g., a projectile with 
diameter a2 25 mm made of tungsten alloy and with impact velocity 
1.5 km/s, one obtains the representative results 051.0 ab 05.3 =
=38 mm and avdb /033.0 p  4.0 103 -1s .  

In Fig. 8(a) it can be seen that the contribution )0(  is zero for 
01 , i.e., for incompressible projectile material, and increases with 

the compressibility. For the compressible fluid projectile material B 
and impact velocity 1.5 km/s, one obtains the representative results 

069.01  and 034.0)0( . See also the difference between the 
results for materials B and D in Figure 9. 

In Fig. 8(b) it can be seen that the contribution )0(  is zero for 
0 , i.e., for vanishing yield strength of the projectile material, and 

increases with the yield strength. For the incompressible solid projec-
tile material C and impact velocity 1.5 km/s, one obtains the represen-
tative results 051.0  and )0( 0.15. Thus, at a velocity represen-
tative of today’s ordnance velocities, the contribution from yield 
strength to the load intensity at the stagnation point is considerably 
larger than that from compressibility. See also the difference between 
the results for materials C and D in Figure 9. 

In Fig. 9 it can be seen that the relative load intensity is independ-
ent of impact velocity for the incompressible fluid projectile material 
D. For the incompressible solid projectile material C, the relative load 
intensity is a decreasing function of the impact velocity. This is due to 
the decrease of )0(  with decreasing relative yield strength  seen in 
Fig. 8(b), i.e., with increasing impact velocity. For the compressible 
fluid projectile material B, the relative load intensity is an increasing 
function of the impact velocity. This is due to the increase of )0(
with increasing relative compressibility 1  seen in Fig. 8(a), i.e., 
with increasing impact velocity. For the compressible solid projectile 
material A, finally, the load intensity has a minimum due to the com-
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bined effects of compressibility and yield strength, represented by the 
radial dependencies of )0(  and )0( , respectively. 

On the basis of the results obtained for load intensity, it is possible 
to discuss the transition from interface defeat to penetration. It can be 
seen in Fig. 11 that the model for the transition velocity works differ-
ently for different combinations of projectile and target materials. It is 
noted, however, that no transition velocity is found significantly be-
low the lowermost limit which indicates that the shear strength gener-
ally sets the limit load. Some ceramic target materials, viz., the two 
silicon carbides and titanium diboride, with transition velocities near 
the uppermost limit, appear to have a certain ability to deform plasti-
cally. In contrast, boron carbide and the diamond derivate Syndie, 
with transition velocities near the lowermost limit load, do not seem to 
have this ability. It should be pointed out that here the mechanism of 
plastic deformation is considered to be load-carrying massive com-
minution, which is completely different from that of metallic materi-
als.

4. RESULTS FOR CONICAL PROJECTILES 

4.1. Theoretical results 
The stress- and velocity fields in the deforming apex of a conical pro-
jectile in axi-symmetric flow on a flat surface differ from those of a 
cylindrical projectile under corresponding flow conditions. For an 
impacting cone, self-similar flow persists from the start of impact, 
whereas for a cylinder the flow becomes stationary after an initial 
phase of transient flow. The mass of the undisturbed cone is self-
similarly redistributed so that at any non-zero time 0t , particles 
initially at the apex r 0z , will be at a circle with finite radius 

),0( tR  on the target surface and as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). For non-
zero apex angle 02 , the radial velocity of the front of the dis-
placed mass is found to exceed the impact velocity, which is equal to 
unity in dimensionless form. This is shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for an 
incompressible fluid. Thus, the radial velocity of the front on the tar-
get surface differs from that of a cylindrical projectile in stationary 
flow which never exceeds the impact velocity. 
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FIGURE 12. Radial position aR /  of free boundary, and axial velocity zv
and radial velocity rv  of free boundary versus axial position az /  for in-
compressible flow. Theoretical results: solid curves; Autodyn simulations 
with incompressible fluid projectile: dotted curves. 

The flow, extending self-similarly along the target surface, is simi-
lar to flows along inclined sides of ships in rough water [23] or along 
the surface of cones dropped into water [24]. Such flows raise the load 
intensities significantly compared with stationary flows. Figure 14 
shows that the load intensity increases with the apex angle and can 
reach several times the stagnation pressure 2

ppp )2/1( vq .
By series expansion of the surface load in terms of )tan( , the 

stagnation pressure can be expressed as )tan(1)0(0 kq  for small 
apex angles 2 , where k 1.38, see Fig. 14(b). For increasing apex 
angle, the maximum load intensity develops off centre, at a radius 

ar  and increases relative to the value at the axis of symmetry, see 
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FIGURE 13. Free boundary radial velocity )0,( 0rvr  versus half apex angle 
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Fig. 14(a). This can be explained by (i) the linear relation between the 
normal derivative of the pressure and the curvature of the free bound-
ary and (ii) the circumstance that the maximum curvature of the free  
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FIGURE 14. (a) Load intensity p00 / qqq  due to inertia on target surface 
versus radial co-ordinate ar /  for incompressible fluid. Theoretical results: 
solid curves; Autodyn simulations: dotted curves. (b) Contribution of inertia 

p00 /)0()0( qqq  at axis of symmetry versus half cone angle . Theoreti-
cal results: + symbols; first order approximation tan1)0(0 kq  with 

38.1k : solid curve; Autodyn simulations: symbols. 
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surface approaches the target surface for increasing apex angle as can 
be seen in Fig. 12. Figure 14(a) shows that for 45º the maximum 
pressure is almost three times the stagnation pressure 2

ppp )2/1( vq
for a cylindrical projectile and 20% larger than the pressure at the axis 
of symmetry. 

The contributions of compressibility and yield strength to the load 
intensity are shown in Fig. 15. The influence of the apex angle on the 
contribution of strength is small and therefore similar to that for a cy-
lindrical projectile. 
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FIGURE 15. (a) Contribution of compressibility pcc /)0()0( qqq  and 
(b) yield strength pyy /)0()0( qqq  to dimensionless load intensity at 
stagnation point versus half apex angle  at different impact velocities. 
Theoretical results: solid curves and + symbol. Autodyn simulations: dashed 
curves and  symbol. 

4.2. Experimental results 
X-ray pictures from impact tests, Paper III, illustrating the phenomena 
of interface defeat and penetration are shown in Fig. 16. The depend-
ence on of the experimentally determined transition velocity *

0v  and 
the calculated critical impact velocities ID

0v , FD
0v  and SF

0v , correspond-
ing to incipient damage, full damage and surface failure, respectively, 
are shown in Fig. 17. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 16. Impact of conical projectiles ( 5 ). (a) Interface defeat at 
impact velocity 1022 m/s (Test 38). (b) Penetration at impact velocity 1293 
m/s (Test 25). 
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FIGURE 17. Transition velocity *
0v  from impact tests with silicon carbide 

and critical velocities ID
0v , FD

0v  and SF
0v  from simulations versus half apex 

angle . The ends of the error bars represent the highest velocity without 
penetration ( ) and the lowest velocity with penetration ( ).Open circles 
represent Autodyn simulations and solid curves are linear fits to the data 
points.

4.3. Discussion 
The correspondence between the results of the self-similar model and 
those of the Autodyn simulations observed in Fig. 12 is fairly good. 
The discrepancy seen is mainly due to the low-order approximation 
used for the radius of the free boundary. 
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Figure 14 shows that there is good agreement between the theo-
retical results and those of Autodyn simulations for the load intensity, 
especially close to the axis of symmetry. The increase of load intensity 
with increasing apex angle likely affects the transition velocity for 
interface defeat, i.e., the maximum impact velocity at which interface 
defeat or dwell can no longer be maintained for a given combination 
of projectile and target material. If the influences of projectile strength 
and compressibility are neglected, the transition velocity for a cone 
can be expected to be reduced relative to that for a cylinder by the 
factor )tan(1 k . A projectile with apex angle 2 60º can there-
fore be expected to have a transition velocity that is 25% lower than 
that of a cylindrical projectile. Additional reduction of the transition 
velocity can be expected as a significant surface load prevails in the 
contact region, the boundary of which extends approximately as 

)tan(ptv .
In Fig. 15(a), both the self-similar model and the Autodyn simula-

tions show that the contribution to the load intensity at the stagnation 
point is positive below and negative above 40 º. The positive con-
tribution to the load intensity below this half apex angle is due to the 
increase in density of the projectile material. The negative contribu-
tion for larger angles seems to be explained by the effect of the den-
sity gradient. The discrepancy between the results for the self-similar 
model and those of the Autodyn simulations in Fig. 15 is due to the 
omission of the effect of the disturbance velocity on the shape of the 
free boundary. 

The results for the self-similar model in Figs. 14 and 15 show that 
for a conical projectile with apex angle 2 =60º with impact velocity 
1.5 km/s, representative of today’s ordnance velocities, the contribu-
tions to the load intensity on the axis of symmetry from inertia, com-
pressibility and strength are 1.76, 0.08 and 0.14, respectively. For a 
cylindrical projectile, the corresponding contributions are 1, 0.03 and 
0.15. Thus, the contributions to the load intensity from inertia and 
compressibility are significantly higher for a conical than for a cylin-
drical projectile, while the contributions from strength are similar.  

Transition from interface defeat to penetration for conical projec-
tiles has been determined from X-ray pictures such as those shown in 
Fig. 16. The difference between the material flows below and above 
the transition is clearly seen. Thus, the deflection of the projectile ma-
terial by the target surface at interface defeat changes into a character-
istic conically diverging penetration of projectile material. Further 
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results in Paper III show that this penetration region grows similarly 
at early stages of transition. The corresponding transition for cylindri-
cal projectiles is less clearly connected to a single such geometrical 
pattern.  

Surface failure may well be a primary cause of failure when a ce-
ramic target is impacted with a conical projectile, as indicated by the 
results for transition velocity in Fig.17. For a conical projectile, the 
mode of target failure described for a cylindrical projectile may act 
together with the ring-shaped surface failure under influence of the 
time-dependent load produced by the conical projectile. The underly-
ing mechanism would be that, first, at sufficiently high impact veloc-
ity a ring-shaped surface failure would appear and eventually turn into 
a characteristic cone crack (also noted with cylindrical projectiles). 
This kind of failure is similar to that discussed for Hertzian contact 
involving brittle materials [25-27]. The initial ring-shaped failure may 
be followed by others which repeatedly would appear at the growing 
radius of the rim of the contact area. Parameters of great importance 
would be projectile and target material properties, projectile apex an-
gle and impact velocity. In addition to their interaction with growing 
geometry (dependence on crack length), the surface cracks would suc-
cessively be exposed to increasing pressure, and there would develop 
conditions permitting injection of projectile material into the target 
through crack openings. Such injection resembles that encountered 
under certain degrading conditions of shaft-bearings subjected to time-
dependent pressure [28]. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusions from the studies summarized in this thesis are 
as follows: (1) Lower and upper bounds have been obtained for the 
transition impact velocity, and the corresponding surface load inten-
sity, with respect to the transition between interface defeat and normal 
penetration for cylindrical projectiles impacting moderately confined 
ceramic targets. These bounds are related to the maximum shear stress 
in elastic mode (incipient damage) and metal-like plastic mode (full 
damage), respectively. (2) The contributions from the yield strength 
and the compressibility of the projectile material to the load on the 
target surface are significant for commonly used projectile materials 
and impact velocities. (3) For a conical projectile, the maximum load 
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intensity on the target surface depends on the apex angle. The lowest 
maximum load intensity is obtained for apex angle zero, i.e., for a 
cylindrical projectile. (4) For half apex angles less than about 30o, the 
position of the maximum load intensity is at the axis of symmetry. For 
larger apex angles it is decentred to the rim of the contact surface be-
tween the projectile and the target. (5) During impact, the position of 
the decentred maximum load intensity is moving with a radial velocity 
greater than the impact velocity. (6) The moving contact surface and 
maximum load intensity for conical projectiles may decrease the 
bounds for transition between interface defeat and normal penetration 
for confined targets. The mechanism responsible for this decrease is 
suggested to be repeated initiation of cone cracks and subsequent in-
teraction of the projectile material with these cracks. (7) A similar 
mechanism, connected with a travelling load, may work also at normal 
impact of oblique projectiles. 
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